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toyota.com/accessories Hood Protector1

Featuring highly impact-resistant polycarbonate 

material offering superior strength and durability, 

the hood protector helps guard your hood and 

factory paint finish from damage that can occur 

during daily use. Mounting hardware included.

Whether it's a weekend of rugged adventure or a long quiet drive, we have 

everything you need to get the most out of your 4Runner and really make 

it yours. Hauling extra stuff? No problem. Wondering how to maintain your 

vehicle's appearance while taking on the roughest terrain? We've got you 

covered. At Toyota we design accessories that reflect the perfect balance 

between form and function while delivering a driving experience unlike 

any other. 



Exterior Accessories

A | Alloy Wheel Locks

Constructed of forged, thoroughly hardened and tempered

steel for structural integrity, with triple-nickel and zinc plating,

these wheel locks provide inexpensive, dependable protection

against wheel and tire theft. All wheel locks are precision

weight-balanced to the stock lug nut weight, eliminating the

need for rebalancing after installation.

B | Ball Mount2

Designed for use with a Genuine Toyota towing receiver  

hitch and to match your trailer, this ball mount meets your 

4Runner’s exact towing capacity. The Genuine Toyota 

ball mount undergoes rigorous lab and on-road testing in 

conjunction with the tow hitch to ensure it meets Genuine 

Toyota performance standards.

D | Exhaust Tip

This polished stainless steel exhaust tip is the ideal finishing

touch to enhancing your 4Runner’s exterior appearance. The

exhaust tip is constructed of corrosion-resistant, double-walled

304 stainless steel, polished to a brilliant shine for long-lasting

beauty. Easy, bolt-on installation.
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E | Running Boards

These sturdy roll-formed running boards are designed specifically 

to correspond with the 4Runner’s unique styling cues, while 

providing easy step-in access to the vehicle. With integrated,  

skid-resistant step pads that provide for secure footing at all times, 

the running boards also feature a textured black powder coating,

enhancing the 4Runner’s rugged appearance.

C | Trailer Ball2

Specifically designed for use with your Genuine Toyota  

ball mount, the trailer ball is engineered to complete the  

connection between your towing receiver hitch and your trailer. 

Crafted of cold-forged steel for superior strength, the trailer ball 

meets or exceeds all industry towing standards and includes 

built-in wrench flats for easy installation and torquing.



A | Door Edge Guards
Help protect your 4Runner’s vertical door edges from dings and 

paint chips with exclusive, body color-matched Genuine Toyota 

door edge guards. Constructed from roll-formed stainless steel, 

the door edge guards are encapsulated in body color-matched 

Thermoplastic Compound (TPC). They are custom fabricated  

and employ a compression fit for secure adhesion to vehicle’s 

door edges without the need for chemical adhesives or  

mechanical fasteners. These door edge guards resist cracking, 

fading and peeling and can help maintain your vehicle’s  

resale value.
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C | Paint Protection Film3

Help protect your 4Runner’s factory paint from sand, stones, 

insects and other road debris that can chip and scratch the finish 

with paint protection film. Constructed from durable, colorless 

urethane and nearly invisible, it can be applied to the frontal  

impact areas of the vehicle including the hood and fenders and 

front bumpers. Quick and easy to install, the paint protection film 

helps maintain a like-new appearance. Must be applied at the  

factory or your dealership by a trained technician.

B | Roof Rack Cross Bars
Engineered for seamless integration with your 4Runner’s factory 

roof rails, this set of two roof rack cargo cross bars enhance  

your vehicle’s cargo management versatility and provide 

additional tie-down points for all types of roof rack accessories. 

They can support a maximum of 132 lbs. (60 kg) when evenly 

distributed across both bars and meet Toyota’s high standards 

for performance and strength.



A | Cargo Tote
The collapsible soft-sided cargo tote is designed to hold

a variety of smaller everyday items, helping to ensure they

don’t shift around or tip over in your cargo area. For added

convenience, the tote includes removable divider panels that  

hold items upright. It also features two carrying handles for 

easy loading and unloading, folds flat when not in use, and  

pops up easily when needed.
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D | Carpet Cargo Mat
Help protect your cargo area from premature wear with this

highly resilient cargo mat that’s resistant to fading, oils and

chemicals for unsurpassed durability. It’s color-coordinated to

match your vehicle’s interior and features the 4Runner logo.

Sturdy rubber-backed construction helps prevent the mat

from sliding.

A
B | Cargo Tray

Carry what you need while keeping your cargo area protected

from spills, dirt, water, snow and other debris with this tough, 

molded cargo tray. It’s perfectly-fitted to your 4Runner’s cargo 

area and made from a flexible polymer blend with a skid  

resistant surface, helping to ensure cargo stays in place.  

The cargo tray also features a perimeter “lip” to help contain 

spills. Plus it’s easy to clean with just a hose or soap and water.

C | Cargo Cover

Engineered for a precise fit to your 4Runner, this handy retractable 

cargo cover attaches to the side trim panels, providing added 

security for items stored in your cargo area. The cargo cover is 

resistant to ultraviolet (UV) rays, offering valuable protection

against sun damage and fading. It’s easy to install or remove

and is washable.
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A | Cargo Divider
The cargo divider provides added convenience for 4Runners

that are equipped with a rear sliding cargo floor. Featuring

a four-inch tall wedge shaped flap, the cargo divider helps

prevent items from inadvertently sliding or shifting when the

sliding floor is extended/pulled out. Locked in the "up" position,

the flap forms a barrier that helps prevent items from rolling off

and under the sliding cargo floor or behind the seat. Locked

in the "down" position, its unique wedge shape allows large

boxes and other larger items to slide over it. Color-matched

to complement your 4Runner’s interior, the cargo divider is

designed to exceed Toyota’s tough engineering specifications.

C | Cargo Net, Spider
Help keep smaller, light-weight objects restrained while driving 

with the spider cargo net. Specifically made for your 4Runner, 

the cargo net features durable black nylon webbing, an elastic 

bungee cord border and hooks that attach the net to the factory 

D-ring anchors located on the rear cargo floor. It installs in 

seconds and lays flat for storage when not in use. Requires 

cargo divider.

B | Cargo Net
Keep your cargo area organized and protected from spills

with this envelope-style cargo net, designed to hold a variety

of everyday items—from groceries to athletic gear—helping to

ensure they don’t shift around or tip over. Made of a durable

mesh netting, the cargo net attaches to defined points in

the rear cargo area, making it easily accessible. It installs in

seconds and folds flat for storage.
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Interior Accessories
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A | Carpet Floor Mats4

Tailored for a precise fit to your 4Runner’s floor pattern, the 
carpet floor mats are constructed of high-grade plush nylon 
carpet, are color-coordinated to your vehicle’s interior and 
include an embroidered 4Runner logo. Retention clips and a 
nibbed backing help keep the mats in position.

C | First Aid Kit
This handy first aid kit can help you tend to many minor injuries.  

The kit includes insect-sting pads, adhesive bandages, butterfly 

strips, stretch bandage with fasteners, scissors, an emergency 

blanket and more. Designed with Velcro® mounting strips, the 

soft zippered case can be placed inside the cabin or cargo area 

and will remain firmly and quietly in place during normal driving.  

D | Ashtray Cup
This self-contained ashtray fits snugly inside 4Runner’s cup 
holder. Featuring a hinged lid and ultraviolet (UV) protected cup, 
it helps minimize odors and flyaway ash. The unit is removable 
for portability and easy cleaning.  

E
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B | All-Weather Floor Mats4

Protect your 4Runner’s original factory carpet with a set of 
durable all-weather floor mats. These solid one-piece mats 
feature a ribbed channel design that helps contain moisture, 
grease, dirt and other debris. Embellished with a 4Runner logo, 
the mats are constructed from a high-quality 100% recyclable 
thermoplastic polymer material that resists fading and cracking. 
Plus, they’re held firmly in place with a nibbed backing and 
retention clips. 
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E | Emergency Assistance Kit
Don’t let minor problems stop you in your tracks. This ultra-functional 
emergency assistance kit contains tools and supplies to help you 
handle minor situations that may occur on the road. The kit includes 
booster cables, a hose clamp and tape, work gloves, survival blankets, 
a flashlight/lantern, a water bag and more. The kit also features a 
retention strap to help keep it secure and is specially packaged to 
eliminate rattling while driving.  



Electronic Accessories
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A | Remote Engine Starter
Enjoy the luxury of having your vehicle ready and waiting with 
a comfortable interior temperature on cold winter mornings or 
hot summer afternoons, courtesy of the Remote Engine Starter. 
This clever accessory allows you to start the engine—and to 
activate the preset air conditioner, heater, defroster and defogger 
functions—before entering your vehicle. It’s fully integrated into 
your factory security/keyless entry system, so there’s no need 
for an additional remote control key fob.

B | Wireless Headphones5

Stylish, lightweight and fully adjustable, wireless headphones

complement your rear seat entertainment system with rich, 

dynamic sound quality. Cushioned padding helps ensure comfort, 

while individual volume control allows passengers a personalized 

audio experience. There’s also an “Auto-off” mode to help extend 

battery life.

C | Rear Seat Entertainment System5

This dual screen rear seat entertainment system lets your rear 

passengers watch movies, play video games and even listen 

to music. Featuring two seven-inch LCD Touch Screen Display 

monitors with integrated DVD players, the system is compatible 

with the Active Headrest Safety System. A fit kit is used to mount 

the docking stations on the top of the driver’s and passenger’s 

front seats just below the headrest. Each monitor can operate 

independently to allow for separate video or video game use and 

includes a pair of infrared wireless headphones with two user 

selectable channels (A and B) that offer superior stereo sound 

quality. Both monitors also feature RCA A/V jacks for connecting 

external inputs such as video game systems or digital cameras.
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A | TRD Oil Cap
They may go on like the stock oil cap, but these highly polished

forged billet aluminum TRD oil caps provide a customized

race-ready look that’s anything but stock. Finished with a

high-luster coating, you can be confident they'll maintain

their appearance for years to come. Available in forged and  

billet styles. Simple, twist-on application.

TRD Accessories
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B | TRD Radiator Cap
Upgrading to a TRD high-pressure radiator cap can help your

vehicle perform better under pressure. That’s because this

radiator cap is designed to release at higher cooling system

pressures than stock radiator caps, raising the coolant boiling

point to help enhance vehicle performance—and provide

valuable protection for your engine—under high rpm or high

load operation.

C | TRD Performance Air Intake6

The dyno-tested TRD cold air intake system creates more

horsepower and torque by bringing cooler, denser air to the

engine. The cold air intake features a low-restriction air filter in

a special molded filter housing. It also incorporates a vacuum

indicator that automatically indicates when the filter should be

serviced. Emissions legal in all 50 states.
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TRD Accessories

Genuine Toyota Accessories give  

you the confidence to customize your 4Runner, 

because only Genuine Toyota Accessories are 

designed, tested and approved specifically 

for your vehicle. And when purchased at 

the same time as your new vehicle, Genuine 

Toyota Accessories are backed by Toyota's 

3-year/36,000-mile New Vehicle Limited 

Warranty, valid at any Toyota dealership 

nationwide.

To learn more about the benefits of Genuine 

Toyota Accessories, please visit toyota.com/

accessories or contact your Toyota dealer.

Also Available: 
• Mudguards
• Towing 7-Pin to 4-Pin Adapter

Disclaimers
1. Mounting hardware and simple no-drill installation 
instructions included. 
2. Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are 
compatible, hooked up and loaded properly and that you 
have any necessary additional equipment. Do not exceed 
any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner’s 
Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on the total 
weight of any cargo, occupants and available equipment. 
3. Paint protection film for the leading hood edges/fenders  
and front bumper sold as two separate packages. 
4. To avoid interference with pedal operation: Each mat 
must be secured with retention hooks (clips). Do not install a 
floor mat on top of an existing floor mat. This floor mat was 
designed specifically for use in this model and model year 
vehicle and SHOULD NOT be used in any other vehicle. 
5. Headphones are for passenger use only. Do not use while 
operating vehicle. 
6. TRD Cold Air Intake is to be sold as a dealer-installed or 
over-the-counter option, after the retail sale of the vehicle.  
The Cold Air Intake may not be sold to the customer at the 
same time as the new vehicle and may not be financed 
together with the new vehicle. Please see the TRD catalog, 
visit www.trdusa.com or call 800-688-5912 for a complete list 
of TRD products and warranty information.
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A | TRD Performance Brake Pads

Boost braking performance and reduce fade during repeated  

stops or extended downhill driving with TRD’s high-performance, 

high-friction brake pads. Made from an aramid and ceramic-

strengthened compound, TRD brake pads deliver an optimum 

combination of cold and hot friction, with minimal brake noise 

and enhanced stopping power. They offer an excellent price-to-

performance ratio in a high-performance street pad.

B | TRD Air Filter

Providing engine protection and potentially increasing engine  

output, the TRD high-performance air filter features a unique,  

oiled four-ply cotton gauze design that maximizes the filter’s 

media area for superb filtration and enhanced airflow. A rugged 

polyurethane body holds the filter element, which is enclosed in 

durable epoxy-coated mesh and an elastomeric seal for a precision, 

leak-free fit. It’s also washable, reusable and designed to last the 

lifetime of your 4Runner.

C | TRD Oil Filter
Spoil your 4Runner with premium engine protection, courtesy  

of the TRD high-performance oil filter. TRD oil filters use three  

plies of 100% synthetic glass/polyester blend filtration media for 

optimal efficiency.

D | TRD 17-in. Forged Off-Road Alloy Wheels

Lighter than their cast counterparts, hot forged wheels have a  

higher strength-to-weight ratio, helping keep corner weight down 

while maintaining unsprung weight specifications—making these 

race-inspired TRD 17-inch forged off-road alloy wheels the ideal 

upgrade to factory wheels. The wheels feature a six-spoke design, 

gunmetal grey finish and machined outer lip with beadlock styling.

TRD wheel installation kit required.


